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The war for survival of the planet Lusitania will be fought in the heart of a child named
Gloriously Bright. On Lusitania, Ender found a world where humans and pequininos
and the Hive Queen could all live together; where three very different intelligent species
could find common ground at last. Or so he thought. Lusitania also harbors the
descolada, a virus that kills all humans it infects, but which the pequininos require in
order to become adults. The Starways Congress so fears the effects of the descolada,
should it escape from Lusitania, that they have ordered the destruction of the entire
planet, and all who live there. The Fleet is on its way, a second xenocide seems
inevitable. Xenocide is the third novel in Orson Scott Card's The Ender Saga. THE
ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow /
Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight
Children of the Fleet The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware /
Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm
/The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The first volume in the Homecoming saga from bestselling author Orson Scott Card,
The Memory of Earth High above the planet Harmony, the Oversoul watches. Its task,
programmed so many millennia ago, is to guard the human settlement on this planet--to
protect this fragile remnant of Earth from all threats. To protect them, most of all, from
themselves. The Oversoul has done its job well. There is no war on Harmony. There
are no weapons of mass destruction. There is no technology that could lead to
weapons of war. By control of the data banks, and subtle interference in the very
thoughts of the people, the artificial intelligence has fulfilled its mission. But now there is
a problem. In orbit, the Oversoul realizes that it has lost access to some of its memory
banks, and some of its power systems are failing. And on the planet, men are beginning
to think about power, wealth, and conquest. Homecoming series The Memory of Earth
The Call of Earth The Ships of Earth Earthfall Earthborn At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Ender's Shadow explores the stars in this all-new novel... At the end of Shadow of the
Giant, Bean flees to the stars with three of his children--the three who share the
engineered genes that gave him both hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical life.
The time dilation granted by the speed of their travel gives Earth's scientists
generations to seek a cure, to no avail. In time, they are forgotten--a fading ansible
signal speaking of events lost to Earth's history. But the Delphikis are about to make a
discovery that will let them save themselves, and perhaps all of humanity in days to
come. For there in space before them lies a derelict Formic colony ship. Aboard it, they
will find both death and wonders--the life support that is failing on their own ship, room
to grow, and labs in which to explore their own genetic anomaly and the mysterious
disease that killed the ship's colony. Shadows in Flight is the fifth novel in Orson Scott
Card's Shadow Series. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game /
Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the
Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow
Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron
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Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with
Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their Ender's Game prequel series with
this first volume of an all-new trilogy about the Second Formic War in The Swarm. The
first invasion of Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate and international
military forces, and the Chinese army. China has been devastated by the Formic's
initial efforts to eradicate Earth life forms and prepare the ground for their own
settlement. The Scouring of China struck fear into the other nations of the planet; that
fear blossomed into drastic action when scientists determined that the single ship that
wreaked such damage was merely a scout ship. There is a mothership out beyond the
Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's heading into the system, unstoppable by any
weapons that Earth can muster. Earth has been reorganized for defense. There is now
a Hegemon, a planetary official responsible for keeping all the formerly warring nations
in line. There's a Polemarch, responsible for organizing all the military forces of the
planet into the new International Fleet. But there is an enemy within, an enemy as old
as human warfare: ambition and politics. Greed and self-interest. Will Bingwen, Mazer
Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be able to divert those very human enemies in
time to create a weapon that can effectively defend humanity in the inexorable Second
Formic War? THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s
Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets /
Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings
One hundred years before Ender's Game, the aliens arrived on Earth with fire and
death. This is the story of the First Formic War. Victor Delgado beat the alien ship to
Earth, but just barely. Not soon enough to convince skeptical governments that there
was a threat. They didn't believe that until space stations and ships and colonies went
up in sudden flame. And when that happened, only Mazer Rackham and the Mobile
Operations Police could move fast enough to meet the threat. Fans of Ender's Game
will thrill to Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston's Earth Afire. THE ENDER
UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children
of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s
Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows
in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire /
Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive
Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The all-new prequel to Orson Scott Card's science-fiction classic Ender's Game returns!
With 44 million people killed by the toxic gas that the alien Formics unleashed in China,
the only hope of a counter-agent lies with Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations
Police safely retrieving a sample. Meanwhile, young asteroid miner Victor Delgado has
snuck aboard the Formic mother ship in hopes of taking it down alone ... and boy is he
is for a big disappointment. COLLECTING: FORMIC WARS: SILENT STRIKE 1-5
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L.E. Modesitt, Jr.'s The Magic of Recluce begins his bestselling fantasy series the Saga
of Recluce, which is one of the most popular in contemporary epic fantasy. Young
Lerris yearns to find a place in the world better suited to his skills and temperament. In
Recluce this means taking one of two options: permanent exile from Recluce or the
dangergeld, a complex, rule-laden wanderjahr in the lands beyond. Many do not
survive. Lerris chooses dangergeld. Lerris will need magic in the lands beyond, where
the power of the Chaos Wizards reigns unchecked, and he must learn to use his
powers in an orderly way before his wanderjahr, or fall prey to Chaos. Saga of Recluce
#1 The Magic of Recluce / #2 The Towers of Sunset / #3 The Magic Engineer / #4 The
Order War / #5 The Death of Chaos / #6 Fall of Angels / #7 The Chaos Balance / #8
The White Order / #9 Colors of Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador / #11 Scion of Cyador /
#12 Wellspring of Chaos / #13 Ordermaster / #14 Natural Order Mage / #15 MageGuard of Hamor / #16 Arms-Commander / #17 Cyador’s Heirs / #18 Heritage of
Cyador /#19 The Mongrel Mage / #20 Outcasts of Order / #21 The Mage-Fire War
(forthcoming) Story Collection: Recluce Tales Other Series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr. The
Imager Portfolio The Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The Ghost Books The
Ecolitan Matter At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
A latest entry in the Ender's Game prequel series follows an invasion of terraforming
aliens on Earth, which is complicated by politics and power struggles until a small band
of humans organize a desperate defense.
'A standout tale of SF adventure that gives Ender series fans fascinating backstory to
the classic Ender's Game' Library Journal on Earth Unaware THE FUTURE OF
HUMANITY HANGS IN THE BALANCE One hundred years before Ender's Game, the
aliens arrived on Earth with fire and death. This is the story of the First Formic War.
Victor Delgado beat the alien ship to Earth, but just barely. Not soon enough to
convince sceptical governments that there was a threat. They didn't believe that until
space stations and ships and colonies went up in sudden flame. And when that
happened, only Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police could move fast
enough to meet the threat . . . Following Earth Unaware comes this thrilling second
novel in the First Formic War - a space adventure series set in the world of bestselling
science fiction classic Ender's Game Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels
Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin Journeyman Heartfire The Crystal City
Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the Dead Xenocide Children of the Mind
Ender in Exile Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The Call of the Earth The Ships
of the Earth Earthfall Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware
Earth Afire Earth Awakens
The story of The First Formic War continues in Earth Awakens, nearly 100 years before
the events of Orson Scott Card's bestselling novel Ender's Game... When the alien ship
screamed through the solar system, it disrupted communications between the far-flung
human mining ships and Earth. So Earth and Luna were unaware that they had been
invaded until the ship dropped into Earth orbit, and began landing terraforming crews in
China. Politics slowed the response on Earth, and on Luna, corporate power struggles
seemed more urgent than distant deaths. But millions of people were dying, and the
planet could be lost. It's up to Mazer Rackham's squad in China, who have developed a
method to destroy the alien landers one by one; and Lem Jukes and his crew on the
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Moon, who may have the key to destroying the Formic mother ship in orbit.
This discounted ebundle includes The First Formic War Trilogy by bestselling authors
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston: Earth Unaware, Earth Afire, Earth Awakens
One hundred years before Ender Wiggin decisively defeated the alien formics in
Ender’s Game. A pulse-pounding tale of first contact gone horribly wrong. Ender’s
Game opens in the last desperate days of Earth’s war against the implacable insectoid
aliens. We are told early on that the Battle School is training generals for the Third
Formic War — the war that will end the war; will save the Earth; will finally defeat the
Buggers. This is the story of the First Formic Wars, back when humans thought they
were alone in the galaxy. Humanity was slowly making their way out from Earth to the
planets and asteroids of the Solar System, exploring and mining and founding colonies.
Then a ship’s telescopes pick up a fast-moving object coming in-system... Earth
Unaware — When mining ship El Cavador's telescopes pick up a fast-moving object
coming in-system, it's hard to know what to make of it. It's massive and moving at a
significant fraction of the speed of light. But the ship has other problems. Their systems
are old and failing. Worrying about a distant object that might or might not be an alien
ship seems...not important. Earth Afire — Victor Delgado beat the alien ship to Earth, but
not soon enough to convince skeptical governments that there was a threat. That is,
until space stations and ships and colonies went up in sudden flame. And when that
happened, only Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police could organize in
time to meet the threat. Earth Awakens — Politics slowed the response on Earth, and on
Luna, corporate power struggles seemed more urgent than distant deaths. It's up to
Mazer Rackham's squad in China, who have developed a method to destroy the alien
landers one by one; and Lem Jukes and his crew on the Moon, who may have the key
to destroying the Formic mother ship in orbit. Books by Orson Scott Card The Ender
Universe The Ender Saga #1 Ender’s Game #2 Ender in Exile #3 Speaker for the
Dead #4 Xenodice #5 Children of the Mind Ender’s Shadow Quintet #1 Ender’s
Shadow #2 Shadow of the Hegemon #3 Shadow Puppets #4 Shadow of the Giant #5
Shadows in Flight The Second Formic War (With Aaron Johnston) #1 The Swarm Other
Books in the Ender Universe Children of the Fleet A War of Gifts (novella) First
Meetings (novella) Other Series Homecoming The Mithermages The Tales of Alvin
Maker At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The City of Basilica has fallen. Now Wetchik, Nafai, and all their family must brave the
desert wastes, and cross the wide continents to where Harmony's hidden spaceport lies
silent, abandoned, waiting for the command to make the great interstellar ships ready
for flight again. But of these sixteen people, only a few have chosen their exile. The
others, Rasa's spiteful daughters and their husbands; Wetchik's oldest son, Elemak,
have been forced against their will. Their anger and hatreds will make the difficult
journey harder. Orson Scott Card's Homecoming series The Memory of Earth The Call
of Earth The Ships of Earth Earthfall Earthborn At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The never-before-told prequel to ENDER'S GAME! An unidentified ship is rocketing
toward Earth with tech far beyond anything we've ever seen, and the only people who
can give warning are a small band of asteroid miners millions of miles from home. The
clock is ticking, and it doesn't look good for the human race. From New York TimesPage 4/12
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bestselling author Orson Scott Card comes the tale of humanity's first contact with the
Formics - and the horrible toll it took on mankind. Collecting FORMIC WARS:
BURNING EARTH #1-7.
A provocative collection of short fiction, edited by one of science fiction's best-known
names. Of particular interest in Future on Fire are several stories from the cyberpunk
school, as well as Pat Murphy's Nebula award-winning `"Rachel in Love'' and Ursula K.
Le Guin's wonderful "Buffalo Gals, Won't You Come Out Tonight.'' "Card's selections
are excellent and include an interesting range of approaches to science
fiction."--School Library Journal At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Struggling with outdated systems and claim-jumping corporate interests in the deeps of
the Kuiper Belt, a family on board the mining ship El Cavador spots an object moving
toward the solar system that triggers a catastrophic war.
Runnel, a friendless peasant from a village so humble that money is a new concept,
stumbles into a centuries-old feud when he travels to Mitherhome, the city of the
wetwizards, seeking his fortune. He accepts a servant's position in the household of the
sole stonemage permitted within the city walls, where his untapped magical talents and
his fascination with his master's abilities are a predictably dangerous combination.
Orson Scott Card brings us back to the very beginning of his brilliant Ender Quartet,
with the novel that begins The Shadow Series and allows us to reenter Ender's world
anew. With all the power of his original creation, Ender's Shadow is Card's parallel
volume to Ender's Game, a book that expands and complements the first, enhancing its
power, illuminating its events and its powerful conclusion. The human race is at War
with the "Buggers", an insect-like alien race. The first battles went badly, and now as
Earth prepares to defend itself against the imminent threat of total destruction at the
hands of an inscrutable alien enemy, all focus is on the development and training of
military geniuses who can fight such a war, and win. The long distances of interstellar
space have given hope to the defenders of Earth--they have time to train these future
commanders up from childhood, forging then into an irresistible force in the high orbital
facility called the Battle School. Andrew "Ender" Wiggin was not the only child in the
Battle School; he was just the best of the best. In this new book, card tells the story of
another of those precocious generals, the one they called Bean--the one who became
Ender's right hand, part of his team, in the final battle against the Buggers. Bean's past
was a battle just to survive. He first appeared on the streets of Rotterdam, a tiny child
with a mind leagues beyond anyone else's. He knew he could not survive through
strength; he used his tactical genius to gain acceptance into a children's gang, and then
to help make that gang a template for success for all the others. He civilized them, and
lived to grow older. Bean's desperate struggle to live, and his success, brought him to
the attention of the Battle School's recruiters, those people scouring the planet for
leaders, tacticians, and generals to save Earth from the threat of alien invasion. Bean
was sent into orbit, to the Battle School. And there he met Ender.... THE ENDER
UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for the Dead /
Xenocide / Children of the Mind Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of
the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight Children of
the Fleet The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire /
Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm /The Hive
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Ender novellas A War of Gifts /First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their Ender's Game prequel series with
this first volume of an all-new trilogy about the Second Formic War in The Swarm. The
first invasion of Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate and international
military forces, and the Chinese army. China has been devastated by the Formic's
initial efforts to eradicate Earth life forms and prepare the ground for their own
settlement. The Scouring of China struck fear into the other nations of the planet; that
fear blossomed into drastic action when scientists determined that the single ship that
wreaked such damage was merely a scout ship. There is a mothership out beyond the
Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's heading into the system, unstoppable by any
weapons that Earth can muster. Earth has been reorganized for defense. There is now
a Hegemon, a planetary official responsible for keeping all the formerly warring nations
in line. There's a Polemarch, responsible for organizing all the military forces of the
planet into the new International Fleet. But there is an enemy within, an enemy as old
as human warfare: ambition and politics. Greed and self-interest. Will Bingwen, Mazer
Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be able to divert those very human enemies in
time to create a weapon that can effectively defend humanity in the inexorable Second
Formic War? THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s
Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets /
Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
In Bowl of Heaven, the first collaboration by science fiction masters Larry Niven
(Ringworld) and Gregory Benford (Timescape), the limits of wonder are redrawn once
again as a human expedition to another star system is jeopardized by an encounter
with an astonishingly immense artifact in interstellar space: a bowl-shaped structure
half-englobing a star, with a habitable area equivalent to many millions of Earths...and
it's on a direct path heading for the same system as the human ship. A landing party is
sent to investigate the Bowl, but when the explorers are separated—one group captured
by the gigantic structure's alien inhabitants, the other pursued across its strange and
dangerous landscape—the mystery of the Bowl's origins and purpose propel the human
voyagers toward discoveries that will transform their understanding of their place in the
universe. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
As civilization reels from the scouring of China by the Formics and the threat of war still
looms, Mazer Rackham's squad endeavors to create a weapon that will defend
humanity in the next conflict.
After twenty-three years, Orson Scott Card returns to his acclaimed best-selling series
with the first true, direct sequel to the classic Ender's Game. In Ender's Game, the
world's most gifted children were taken from their families and sent to an elite training
school. At Battle School, they learned combat, strategy, and secret intelligence to fight
a dangerous war on behalf of those left on Earth. But they also learned some important
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and less definable lessons about life. After the life-changing events of those years,
these children—now teenagers—must leave the school and readapt to life in the outside
world. Having not seen their families or interacted with other people for years—where do
they go now? What can they do? Ender fought for humanity, but he is now reviled as a
ruthless assassin. No longer allowed to live on Earth, he enters into exile. With his
sister Valentine, he chooses to leave the only home he's ever known to begin a
relativistic—and revelatory—journey beyond the stars. What happened during the years
between Ender's Game and Speaker for the Dead? What did Ender go through from
the ages of 12 through 35? The story of those years has never been told. Taking place
3000 years before Ender finally receives his chance at redemption in Speaker for the
Dead, this is the long-lost story of Ender. For twenty-three years, millions of readers
have wondered and now they will receive the answers. Ender in Exile is Orson Scott
Card's moving return to all the action and the adventure, the profound exploration of
war and society, and the characters one never forgot. On one of these ships, there is a
baby that just may share the same special gifts as Ender's old friend Bean... THE
ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow /
Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight
Children of the Fleet The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware /
Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm
/The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Experience the thrill of reading Ender's Game all over again Go deeper into the
complexities of Orson Scott Card's classic novel with science fiction and fantasy
writers, YA authors, military strategists, including: Ender prequel series coauthor Aaron
Johnston on Ender and the evolution of the child hero Burn Notice creator Matt Nix on
Ender's Game as a guide to life Hugo award–winning writer Mary Robinette Kowal on
how Ender's Game gets away with breaking all the (literary) rules Retired US Air Force
Colonel Tom Ruby on what the military could learn from Ender about leadership
Bestselling YA author Neal Shusterman on the ambivalence toward survival that lies at
the heart of Ender's story Plus pieces by: Hilari Bell John Brown Mette Ivie Harrison
Janis Ian Alethea Kontis David Lubar and Alison S. Myers John F. Schmitt Ken Scholes
Eric James Stone Also includes never-before-seen content from Orson Scott Card on
the writing and evolution of the events in Ender's Game, from the design of Battle
School to the mindset of the pilots who sacrificed themselves in humanity's fight against
the formics
Earth UnawareSt. Martin's Press
Welcome to the Enderverse. When "Ender's Game" was first published as a novella
twenty-five years ago few would have predicted that it would become one of the most
successful ventures in publishing history. Expanded into a novel in 1985, Ender's Game
won both the Hugo Award and the Nebula Award for Best Novel. Never out of print and
translated into dozens of languages, it is the rare work of fiction that can truly be said to
have transcended a genre. Ender's Game and its sequels have won dozens of
prestigious awards and are as popular today among teens and young readers as
adults. First Meetings is a collection of three novellas-plus the original "Ender's
Game"-that journey into the origins and the destiny of one Ender Wiggin. "The Polish
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Boy" begins in the wake between the first two Bugger Wars when the Hegemony is
desperate to recruit brilliant military commanders to repel the alien invasion. In John
Paul Wiggin-the future father of Ender -they believe they may have found their man. Or
boy. In "Teacher's Pest"-a novella written especially for this collection-a brilliant but
insufferably arrogant John Paul Wiggin, now an American university student, matches
wits with an equally brilliant graduate student named Theresa Brown. It is many years
since the end of the Bugger Wars in "The Investment Counselor." Ender's reputation as
a hero and savior has suffered a horrible reversal. Banished from Earth and slandered
as a mass murderer, twenty-year-old Andrew Wiggin wanders incognito from planet to
planet as a fugitive. Until a blackmailing tax inspector compromises his identity and
threatens to expose Ender the Xenocide. Also reprinted here is the original landmark
novella, "Ender's Game," which first appeared in 1977. Fully illustrated, First Meetings
is Orson Scott Card writing at the height of his considerable power about his most
compelling character. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker
for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets
/ Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
From the bestselling author of the Ender Universe novels comes Orson Scott Card's
Treason Lanik Mueller's birthright as heir to planet Treason's most powerful rulership
will never be realized. He is a "rad"--radical regenerative. A freak among people who
can regenerate injured flesh... and trade extra body parts to the Offworld oppressors for
iron. For, on a planet without hard metals--or the means of escape--iron is power in the
race to build a spacecraft. Iron is the promise of freedom, which may never be fulfilled
as Lanik uncovers a treacherous conspiracy beyond his imagination. Now charged with
a mission of conquest--and exile--Lanik devises a bold and dangerous plan... a quest
that may finally break the vicious chain of rivalry and bloodshed that enslaves the
people of Treason as the Offworld never could. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Four novellas set in the world of the acclaimed and hugely successful Ender series, by
bestselling author Orson Scott Card.
From Orson Scott Card, award-winning and bestselling author of Ender's Game, his
first solo Enderverse novel in years. Children of the Fleet is a new angle on Card’s
bestselling series, telling the story of the Fleet in space, parallel to the story on Earth
told in the Ender’s Shadow series. Ender Wiggin won the Third Formic war, ending the
alien threat to Earth. Afterwards, all the terraformed Formic worlds were open to
settlement by humans, and the International Fleet became the arm of the Ministry of
Colonization, run by Hirum Graff. MinCol now runs Fleet School on the old Battle
School station, and still recruits very smart kids to train as leaders of colony ships, and
colonies. Dabeet Ochoa is a very smart kid. Top of his class in every school. But he
doesn’t think he has a chance at Fleet School, because he has no connections to the
Fleet. That he knows of. At least until the day that Colonel Graff arrives at his school for
an interview. Other Series by Orson Scott Card Ender #1 Ender's Game / #2 Ender in
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Exile / #3 Speaker for the Dead / #4 Xenocide / #5 Children of the Mind Ender's
Shadow #1 Ender's Shadow / #2 Shadow of the Hegemon / #3 Shadow Puppets / #4
Shadow of the Giant / #5 Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) #1 Earth Unaware / #2 Earth Afire / #3 Earth Awakens
Orson Scott Card offers a Christmas gift to his millions of fans with A War of Gifts, a
short novel set during Ender Wiggin's first years at the Battle School where it is
forbidden to celebrate religious holidays. The children come from many nations, many
religions; while they are being trained for war, religious conflict between them is not on
the curriculum. But Dink Meeker, one of the older students, doesn't see it that way. He
thinks that giving gifts isn't exactly a religious observation, and on Sinterklaas Day he
tucks a present into another student's shoe. This small act of rebellion sets off a battle
royal between the students and the staff, but some surprising alliances form when
Ender comes up against a new student, Zeck Morgan. The War over Santa Claus will
force everyone to make a choice. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s
Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile /
Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the
Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First
Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The
Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A
War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
From Orson Scott Card, award-winning and bestselling author of Ender's Game, his
first solo Enderverse novel in years. Children of the Fleet is a new angle on Card’s
bestselling series, telling the story of the Fleet in space, parallel to the story on Earth
told in the Ender’s Shadow series. Ender Wiggin won the Third Formic war, ending the
alien threat to Earth. Afterwards, all the terraformed Formic worlds were open to
settlement by humans, and the International Fleet became the arm of the Ministry of
Colonization, run by Hirum Graff. MinCol now runs Fleet School on the old Battle
School station, and still recruits very smart kids to train as leaders of colony ships, and
colonies. Dabeet Ochoa is a very smart kid. Top of his class in every school. But he
doesn’t think he has a chance at Fleet School, because he has no connections to the
Fleet. That he knows of. At least until the day that Colonel Graff arrives at his school for
an interview. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s
Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets /
Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
In the conclusion of the Ender saga, Ender Wiggin confronts his ultimate challenge
when his adopted world, Lusitania, is threatened by his old planet-destroying weapon,
and his computer intelligence ally, Jane, is about to be killed off by the Starways
Congress. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
"The classic of modern science fiction"--Front cover.
As Harmony's Oversoul grows weaker, a great warrior has arisen to challenge its bans.
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His name is Moozh, and he has won control of an army using forbidden technology.
Now he is aiming his soldiers at the city of Basilica, that strong fortress above the Plain.
Basilica remains in turmoil. Wetchik and his sons are not strong enough to stop a army.
Can Rasa and her allies defeat him through intrigue, or will Moozh take the city and all
who are in it? Orson Scott Card's Homecoming series The Memory of Earth The Call of
Earth The Ships of Earth Earthfall Earthborn At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston's taut thriller Invasive Procedures takes readers
a few years into the future, and shows the promise and danger of new genetic medicine
techniques. George Galen is a brilliant scientist, a pioneer in gene therapy. But Galen is
dangerously insane – he has created a method to alter human DNA, not just to heal
diseases, but to "improve" people – make them stronger, make them able to heal more
quickly, and make them compliant to his will. Frank Hartman is also a brilliant virologist,
working for the government's ultra-secret bio-hazard agency. He has discovered how to
neutralize Galen's DNA-changing virus, making him the one man who stands in the way
of Galen's plan to "improve" the entire human race. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
New York Times bestselling authors Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to
the prequels to Ender's Game following The Swarm with The Hive, book two in the
Second Formic War. Card and Johnston continue the fast-paced hard science fiction
history of the Formic Wars—the alien invasions of Earth’s Solar System that ultimately
led to Ender Wiggin’s total victory in Ender's Game. A coalition of Earth’s nations
barely fought off the Formics’ first scout ship. Now it’s clear that there’s a mother-ship
out on edge of the system, and the aliens are prepared to take Earth by force. Can
Earth’s warring nations and corporations put aside their differences and mount an
effective defense? Ender's Game is one of the most popular and bestselling science
fiction novels of all time. The Formic War series (The First Formic War and The Second
Formic War) are the prequels to Ender’s story. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series
Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile
/ Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the
Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First
Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The
Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A
War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Authorized Ender Companion is a complete and in-depth encyclopedia of all the
persons, places, things and events in Orson Scott Card's Ender Universe. Written by
Jake Black under the editorial supervision of Card himself, The Authorized Ender
Companion will be an invaluable resource for readers of the series. If you ever
wondered where Ender went after he left Earth, before he arrived at Lusitania, you'll
find the answer here. If you ever wondered how the battle room worked, you'll find the
answer here. If you forgot the names of the people were who discovered the descolada,
the answer is here. The history of Gloriously Bright's world? Here. The Authorized
Ender Companion contains all that and more. There are character biographies, timelines, colony histories, and family trees. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Bestselling author Orson Scott Card brings to life a new chapter in the saga of Ender's
Earth and The Shadow Series. Earth and its society have been changed irrevocably in
the aftermath of Ender Wiggin's victory over the Formics. The unity forced upon the
warring nations by an alien enemy has shattered. Nations are rising again, seeking
territory and influence, and most of all, seeking to control the skills and loyalty of the
children from the Battle School. But one person has a better idea. Peter Wiggin,
Ender's older, more ruthless, brother, sees that any hope for the future of Earth lies in
restoring a sense of unity and purpose. And he has an irresistible call on the loyalty of
Earth's young warriors. With Bean at his side, the two will reshape our future. Shadow
Puppets is the continuing story of Bean and Petra, and the rest of Ender's Dragon
Army, as they take their places in the new government of Earth. THE ENDER
UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children
of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s
Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows
in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire /
Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive
Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their Ender's Game prequel series with
this first volume of an all-new trilogy about the Second Formic War in The Swarm. The
first invasion of Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate and international
military forces, and the Chinese army. China has been devastated by the Formic's
initial efforts to eradicate Earth life forms and prepare the ground for their own
settlement. The Scouring of China struck fear into the other nations of the planet; that
fear blossomed into drastic action when scientists determined that the single ship that
wreaked such damage was merely a scout ship. There is a mothership out beyond the
Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's heading into the system, unstoppable by any
weapons that Earth can muster. Earth has been reorganized for defense. There is now
a Hegemon, a planetary official responsible for keeping all the formerly warring nations
in line. There's a Polemarch, responsible for organizing all the military forces of the
planet into the new International Fleet. But there is an enemy within, an enemy as old
as human warfare: ambition and politics. Greed and self-interest. Will Bingwen, Mazer
Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be able to divert those very human enemies in
time to create a weapon that can effectively defend humanity in the inexorable Second
Formic War? The Second Formic War #1 The Swarm
In this sequel to The Lost Gate, bestselling author Orson Scott Card continues his
fantastic tale of the Mages of Westil who live in exile on Earth in The Gate Thief, a
novel of the Mither Mages. Here on Earth, Danny North is still in high school, yet he
holds in his heart and mind all the stolen outselves of thirteen centuries of gatemages.
The Families still want to kill him if they can't control him...and they can't control him. He
is far too powerful. And on Westil, Wad is now nearly powerless—he lost everything to
Danny in their struggle. Even if he can survive the revenge of his enemies, he still must
somehow make peace with the Gatemage Daniel North. For when Danny took that
power from Loki, he also took the responsibility for the Great Gates. And when he
comes face-to-face with the mages who call themselves Bel and Ishtoreth, he will come
to understand just why Loki closed the gates all those centuries ago. The Mithermages
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series The Lost Gate The Gate Thief Gatefather At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The story of The First Formic War continues in Earth Awakens. Nearly 100 years before
the events of Orson Scott Card's bestselling novel Ender's Game, humans were just
beginning to step off Earth and out into the Solar System. A thin web of ships in both
asteroid belts; a few stations; a corporate settlement on Luna. No one had seen any
sign of other space-faring races; everyone expected that First Contact, if it came, would
happen in the future, in the empty reaches between the stars. Then a young navigator
on a distant mining ship saw something moving too fast, heading directly for our sun.
When the alien ship screamed through the solar system, it disrupted communications
between the far-flung human mining ships and supply stations, and between them and
Earth. So Earth and Luna were unaware that they had been invaded until the ship
pulled into Earth orbit, and began landing terra-forming crews in China. Politics and
pride slowed the response on Earth, and on Luna, corporate power struggles seemed
more urgent than distant deaths. But there are a few men and women who see that if
Earth doesn't wake up and pull together, the planet could be lost. THE ENDER
UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children
of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s
Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows
in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire /
Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive
Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In Gatefather, the third installment in the Mithermages series, New York Times
bestselling author Orson Scott Card continues his fantastic tale of the Mages of Westil
who live in exile on Earth. Danny North is the first Gate Mage to be born on Earth in
nearly 2000 years, or at least the first to survive to claim his power. Families of Westil in
exile on Earth have had a treaty that required the death of any suspected Gate Mage.
The wars between the Families had been terrible, until at last they realized it was their
own survival in question. But a Gate Mage, one who could build a Great Gate back to
Westil, would give his own Family a terrible advantage over all the others, and reignite
the wars. So they all had to die. And if the Families didn't kill them, the Gate Thief
would-that mysterious Mage who destroyed every Great Gate, and the Gate Mage,
before it could be opened between Earth and Westil. But Danny survived. And Danny
battled the Gate Thief, and won. What he didn't know at the time was that the Gate
Thief had a very good reason for closing the Great Gates-and Danny has now fallen
into the power of that great enemy of both Earth and Westil. The Mithermages series
The Lost Gate The Gate Thief Gatefather At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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